Family Members & Family Diversity

**Picture books**

Bowen, Anne. *When you visit Grandma & Grandpa*. 2004. [E BOW]


Horrocks, Anita, Helen. *Silas' Seven Grandparents*. 2010. [E HOR]


McBratney, Sam. *You're All My Favorites*. 2004. [E MCB]


Ohi, Ruth.  **Me and My Sister.** 2005. [E OHI]

Parr, Todd.  **The Family Book.** 2003. [E PAR]

Peete, Holly Robinson.  **My Brother Charlie.** 2010 [E PEE]

Richardson, Justin.  **And Tango Makes Three.** 2005. [E RIC]

Sehgal, Kabir.  **Festival of Colors.** 2018. [E SHE]

Setterington, Ken.  **Mom and Mum are Getting Married.** 2004. [E SET]

Smith, Lane.  **Grandpa Green.** 2011. [E SMI]

Stehlik, Tania.  **Violet.** 2009. [E STE]

Thomas, Pat.  **My New Family.** 2003. [E THO]

Walters, Eric.  **The Matatu.** 2012. [E WAL]

Wishinsky, Frieda.  **Please, Louise!** 2007. [E WIS]

Wishinsky, Frieda.  **You're Mean, Lily Jean.** 2009. [E WIS]

Ziefert, Harriet.  **Families Have Together.** 2005. [E ZIE]

Ziefert, Harriet.  **33 Uses for a Dad.** 2004. [E ZIE]

**Non-fiction**

Auld, Mary.  **Meet the Family: My aunt and uncle.** [E 306.87 AUL]

Auld, Mary.  **Meet the Family: My mom.** [E 306.874 AUL]

Auld, Mary.  **Meet the Family: My grandparents.** [E 306.874 AUL]

Auld, Mary.  **Meet the Family: My dad.** [E 306.874 AUL]

Auld, Mary.  **Meet the Family: My brother.** [E 306.875 AUL]

Auld, Mary.  **Meet the Family: My sister.** [E 306.875 AUL]

Campbell, Nicola I.  **Grandpa's Girls.** 2011. [813.6 CAM]

Hollyer, Belinda.  **The Kingfisher Book of Family Poems.** [821.008 KIN]

Konrad, Marla Stewart.  **Mom and Me.** 2009. [306.874 KON]
Fiction


Blume, Judy. **Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing.** 1972. [FIC BLU]

Boll, Rosemarie. **The Second Trial.** 2010. [FIC BOL]

Buffie, Margaret. **Out of Focus.** 2006. [FIC BUF]

Bustin, Pam. **Mostly Happy.** 2008. [FIC BUS]

Cardenas, Teresa. **Letters to my Mother.** 1998. [FIC CAR]

Ellis, Sarah. **The Baby Project.** 1986. [FIC ELL]

Friesen, Gayle. **Losing Forever.** 2002. [FIC FRI]

Friesen, Gayle. **For Now.** 2007. [FIC FRI]

Harding, Robyn. **My Parents are Sex Maniacs: A High School Horror Story.** 2009. [FIC HAR]

Harvey, Sarah N. **Death Benefits.** 2010. [FIC HAR]

Nielsen, Susin. **Dear George Clooney Please Marry my Mom.** 2010. [FIC NIE]

Wittlinger, Ellen. **Hard Love.** 2001. [FIC WIT]